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AGENDA
-

Annual Eligibility Review Subcommittee

Committee Members Orange County Transportation Authority
Douglas Gillen District 1 550 South Main Street
Andrew Ramirez District 1 Orange, California
Joseph McCarthy District 3 September 28, 2021 at 5:30 p.m.
Douglas Anderson District 5
Shannon O’Toole District 5

Staff
Alice Rogan Director, External Affairs
Adriann Cardoso Department Manager, Capital Programming
Christina Byrne Department Manager, Public Outreach
Harry Thomas Project Manager, Strategic Planning
Joseph Alcock Section Manager, M2 Local Programs
Gregory Nord Section Manager, Transportation Planning
Jared Hill Community Relations Specialist, Public Outreach
Kelsey Imler Transportation Funding Analyst, M2 Local Programs
Paul Rodriguez Rodriguez Consulting Group, Consultant

Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in
this meeting should contact the Measure M2 Local Programs section, telephone (714) 560-5397, no
less than two (2) business days prior to this meeting to enable OCTA to make reasonable
arrangements to assure accessibility to this meeting.

Agenda descriptions are intended to give members of the public a general summary of items of
business to be transacted or discussed. The posting of the recommended action(s) does not indicate
what action(s) will be taken. The Committee may take any action which it deems to be appropriate
on the agenda item and is not limited in any way by the notice of the recommended action.

All documents relative to the items referenced in this agenda are available for public inspection at
www.octa.net or through the Measure M2 Local Programs office at the OCTA Headquarters, 600
South Main Street, Orange, California.

Guidance for Public Access to the Annual Eligibility Review Subcommittee Meeting

On March 12, 2020 and March 18, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom enacted Executive Orders N-25-
20 and N-29-20 authorizing a local legislative body to hold public meetings via teleconferencing and
make public meetings accessible telephonically or electronically to all members of the public to
promote social distancing due to the state and local State of Emergency resulting from the threat of
Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19).

In accordance with Executive Order N-29-20, and in order to ensure the safety of the Orange County
Transportation Authority (OCTA) staff and Annual Eligibility Review (AER) Subcommittee members
and for the purposes of limiting the risk of COVID-19, in person public participation at public meetings
of the OCTA will not be allowed during the time period covered by the above referenced Executive
Orders.

Instead, members of the public can view a livestream of the September 28, 2021 AER Subcommittee
meeting by clicking this link: https://www.youtube.com/user/goOCTA

Public comments may be submitted for the meeting by emailing them to publiccomments@octa.net.

http://www.octa.net/
https://www.youtube.com/user/goOCTA
mailto:publiccomments@octa.net
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If you wish to comment on a specific agenda Item, please identify the Item number in your email.
General public comments will be addressed during the general public comment item on the agenda
and read into the record. In order to ensure that staff has the ability to provide comments to AER
Subcommittee members in a timely manner, please submit public comments by 1:30 p.m. Tuesday,
September 28, 2021.

Call to Order and Self Introductions – Joe Alcock

1. Selection of Annual Eligibility Review Subcommittee Chair – Joe Alcock

2. Approval of March 25, 2021 Annual Eligibility Review Subcommittee Minutes – Chair

3. Measure M2 Eligibility Overview – Kelsey Imler

4. Congestion Management Program Review – Gregory Nord

Overview

All local jurisdictions in Orange County are required to comply with the conditions and
requirements of the Orange County Congestion Management Program.

Recommendation

Affirm receipt and review of all 35 local agencies’ Congestion Management Program submittals
consistent with the current Measure M2 Eligibility submittal requirements.

5. Mitigation Fee Program – Paul Rodriguez

Overview

All local jurisdictions in Orange County are required to assess traffic impacts of new development
and require new development to pay a fair share of necessary transportation
improvements attributable to new development.

Recommendation

Affirm receipt and review of all 35 local agencies’ Mitigation Fee Program submittals consistent
with the current Measure M2 Eligibility submittal requirements.

6. Pavement Management Plan (PMP) Review – Harry Thomas/Paul Rodriguez

Overview

All local agencies in Orange County are required to submit and adopt a Pavement Management
Plan report biennially in order to remain eligible to receive Measure M2 net revenues. The
Pavement Management Plan includes the current and projected status of pavement on roads, a
plan for road maintenance and rehabilitation, and alternative strategies and (costs) necessary to
improve road pavement conditions. There are 14 Pavement Management Plans that will be
reviewed as part of the fiscal year 2021-22 Measure M2 Eligibility cycle. The remaining 21 local
agencies were reviewed by the Annual Eligibility Review Subcommittee and Taxpayer Oversight
Committee last year and will be due in the next review cycle.
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Recommendation

Affirm receipt and review of all 14 local agencies’ Pavement Management Plan submittals
consistent with the current Measure M2 Eligibility submittal requirements.

7. Eligibility Review Next Steps – Kelsey Imler

• AER Subcommittee members must complete, sign, and return AER review checklists to OCTA
by Friday, October 1, 2021. OCTA will then prepare a staff report to the Taxpayers’ Oversight
Committee (TOC) which will include a summary of discussions and confirmation of the
Subcommittee’s receipt and review of applicable M2 Eligibility requirements.

• Tuesday, October 12, 2021

The AER Subcommittee’s M2 Eligibility submittal review will then be presented by the AER
Subcommittee Chair to the TOC meeting for affirmation of the TOC’s receipt and review of
applicable Measure M2 Eligibility submittal requirements.

• Monday, December 6, 2021 and December 13, 2021

Local agencies’ eligibility will then be considered by the OCTA Regional Planning &
Highways (RP&H) Committee on Monday, December 6, 2021 and OCTA Board of Directors
on December 13, 2021, as is required for local agencies to continue receiving Measure M2
net revenues.

8. Staff Comments

9. Public Comments

10. Adjournment

The next meeting of this Subcommittee is anticipated to be held in Spring 2022 and will be
scheduled at a later date.
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March 25, 2021 AER Subcommittee Minutes

Voting Members Present: Staff Present:
Steve Sloan, Chair District 2 Sean Murdock

Douglas Gillen District 1 Alice Rogan

Joseph McCarthy District 3 Adrian Cardoso

Douglas Anderson District 5 Christina Byrne

Jeffery Kaplan District 5 Joseph Alcock

Andrew Troxel

Kelsey Imler

Jared Hill

Call to Order and Self Introductions

The March 25, 2021 meeting of the Annual Eligibility Review (AER) Subcommittee was called to
order by Chair Sloan at 5:30 p.m.

1. Approval of the September 23, 2020 AER Subcommittee Minutes

A motion to approve the AER Subcommittee’s meeting minutes from September 23, 2020 was
made by Mr. Gillen. The motion was seconded by Mr. McCarthy and was declared passed by
those members present.

2. Measure M2 Expenditure Reports

Mr. Murdock then provided an overview of the Measure M (M2) Expenditure Report requirement.
He explained that all local agencies are required to submit an annual Expenditure Report within
6 months of the end of the fiscal year (FY) in order to remain eligible to receive M2 net revenues.
He also stated that M2 Expenditure Reports account for M2 net revenues, developer/traffic
impact fees, and funds expended to satisfy M2 Maintenance of Effort (MOE) requirements.

Mr. Murdock added that M2 Expenditure Reports also typically include fund balances, interest
accrued, and identification of expenditures by M2 program. He also noted that local agency
Finance Directors are required to sign Expenditure Reports and further stated that each local
agency is required to take their respective M2 Expenditure Report to their city council for
adoption.

Next, Mr. Murdock announced that due to the financial impacts of the coronavirus (COVID-19),
the M2 MOE requirement was modified by the Orange County Transportation Authority’s (OCTA)
Board of Directors (Board) for FY 2019-20. He stated that the OCTA Board’s modification
involved allowing OCTA to accept MOE expenditures, as reported, as meeting the MOE
requirement, even if reported expenditures were below the local agencies’ specified MOE
benchmark amount.

Mr. Murdock then provided an overview of OCTA’s process for reviewing M2 Expenditure
Reports and proceeded summarize each local agencies’ M2 Expenditure Report, including
identifying any pertinent issues and/or audit findings.

Mr. McCarthy inquired about the length of time that local agencies have to expend M2 funds.

Mr. Murdock replied that M2 funds have a three-year time limit with the possibility of a two-year
extension for a total of five years, if approved by the OCTA Board through the M2 semi-annual
review process.

Mr. McCarthy then asked what typically causes a local agency to be found ineligible for M2 funds.
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Mr. Murdock replied that generally there are two ways that local agencies are found ineligible to
receive M2 funds. Either they misuse M2 funds or they do not meet their MOE benchmark
requirement.

Mr. Anderson then asked why the City of Newport Beach’s (City) indirect costs were so
high.

Mr. Murdock replied that he was unsure but stated that he believed the City outsourced a lot of
its street and road maintenance work which were likely reflected as indirect costs.

Next, Mr. Kaplan asked if Subcommittee members should sign off on Laguna Hills’ and
Placentia’s Expenditure Reports (on the AER Review Checklists) or if they should wait until those
local agencies’ audit findings have been resolved.

Mr. Murdock stated that if the Subcommittee members felt comfortable, they could sign the AER
Review Checklist. He also stated that OCTA would be following up with both agencies to ensure
that all required information is submitted.

Mr. Gillen then made a motion to affirm receipt and review of FY 2019-20 M2 Expenditure
Reports for all Orange County local agencies. The motion was seconded by Mr. Anderson and
was declared passed by those members present.

3. Eligibility Review Next Steps

Ms. Imler then requested that Subcommittee members complete their AER Review Checklists
and return them to OCTA by April 1, 2021.

Ms. Imler also stated that OCTA would be preparing a staff report for the April 13, 2021
Taxpayers’ Oversight Committee (TOC) meeting, which would include a summary of this meeting
and confirmation of the Subcommittee’s affirmation of receipt and review of all local agencies’
M2 Expenditure Reports.

Ms. Imler concluded by noting that after the TOC completes its receipt and review process, that
M2 Expenditure Reports will be advanced by staff to the OCTA Regional Planning & Highways
Committee on June 7, 2021 and OCTA Board of Directors on June 14, 2021 for final approval,
thereby completing M2 eligibility review efforts for this cycle.

4. Staff Comments

There were no staff comments.

5. Public Comments

There were no public comments.

6. Adjournment

Ms. Imler stated that the next AER Subcommittee meeting would be scheduled at a later date in
the Fall of 2021.

A motion to adjourn was made by Mr. Gillen. The motion was seconded by Mr. McCarthy and
was declared passed by those members present.

The meeting adjourned at 6:55pm with no further discussion.
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MEASURE M2 ELIGIBILITY OVERVIEW
KELSEY IMLER
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ELIGIBILITY OVERVIEW

 Measure M2 is a 30-year, multi-billion dollar program.

 Offers variety of funding programs for transit, freeways, and
streets and roads.

 OCTA determines if a local jurisdiction is eligible for M2 funding
on an annual basis.

 Agencies must meet 13 eligibility requirements to be eligible for
M2 Net Revenues.

 TOC reviews 5 of the 13 eligibility requirements.

 AER Subcommittee has been designated by TOC to receive and
review the 5 eligibility requirements.

3



AER SUBCOMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

 Reviews 5 eligibility requirements:

 Congestion Management Program (CMP)

 Mitigation Fee Programs (MFP)

 Expenditure Reports

 Local Traffic Signal Synchronization Plans (LSSP)

 Pavement Management Plans (PMP)

 Recommend jurisdictions to Audit Subcommittee annually for

compliance with Measure M2 Ordinance.
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OTHER ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

 Remaining eligibility requirements reviewed by OCTA staff:

 Capital Improvement Program

 Circulation Element in General Plan consistent with Master Plan of Arterial Highways (MPAH)

 Maintenance of Effort requirements

 M2 is not used to supplant developer funding

 M2 Competitive Program Project Final Report within six months following completion

 Timely Use of Funds limit

 Traffic Forums to facilitate the planning of traffic synchronization programs/projects

 Land use and planning strategies that accommodate transit and non-motorized transportation

5



MEETING SCHEDULE

 Annual Eligibility Review (AER) Subcommittee will review:

1. Congestion Management Program (CMP) – September 2021

2. Pavement Management Plans (PMP) – September 2021

3. Mitigation Fee Program (MFP) – September 2021

4. Expenditure Reports – March 2022

5. Local Signal Synchronization Plan (LSSP) – September 2023

6



CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM REVIEW
GREGORY NORD



CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (CMP)

Purpose & Need

 M2 Eligibility Requirement: Comply with the conditions and

requirements of the Orange County Congestion Management

Program (CMP)

 Required by State legislation      (CA Gov. Code 65088-65089.10)

 Helps meet Federal reporting requirements                (§ 450.320)

OCTA ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

 Designated Congestion Management Agency

 Responsible for developing CMP report every two years

 Collect traffic counts to calculate changes in congestion (LOS)

 Establish Modeling & Data Consistency

 Established a protocol for developing deficiency plans for
intersections that do not meet Level of Service Standards

 Review jurisdictions’ checklists that have been submitted for
compliance with CMP



CMP HIGHWAY SYSTEM

 State highways and Smart Street Network



CMP

Required Elements

 Traffic Level of Service Standards

 Performance Measures

 Travel Demand

 Land Use Analysis Program

 Capital Improvement Program

Program Monitoring

 Conformance Checklists

 Local Jurisdictions Submittals

 OCTA Administrative Review

 Biennial Traffic Counts



2021 CONFORMANCE

 All 35 agencies are compliant with CMP

requirements

 Deficiency plans were not required

 Note: Caltrans intersections do not require

deficiency plans



MITIGATION FEE PROGRAM REVIEW
PAUL RODRIGUEZ



MITIGATION FEE PROGRAM (MFP)

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT

 Assess traffic impacts of new development and

require new development to pay a fair share of

necessary transportation improvements attributable

to the new development

OCTA ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

 Verify the following:

 Process or program to assign cost or improvement

responsibility through entitlement

 Nexus Study

 Impact Fee Schedule

 Outlined process methodology



2021 CONFORMANCE



PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW
PAUL RODRIGUEZ/HARRY THOMAS
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PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP)

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT

 Adopt and update biennially a Pavement

Management Plan (PMP)

 PMP includes:

 Current status of pavement on roads

 Seven-year maintenance and rehabilitation plan

 Projected road pavement conditions

 Alternative strategies and costs necessary to

improve road pavement conditions

OCTA ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

 Verify the following:

 All required elements are included in the PMP

 Adoption of PMP

 Submittal in a timely manner

 Eligibility for 10% local match reduction under

Regional Capacity Program Call for Projects

13



BACKGROUND

 Orange County (OC)

 Population: 3.2 Million

 Third most populous

 Second most dense

 35 local agencies

 Road Miles: 6,603*

 Statewide Pavement Condition Index (PCI):  66*

 OC PCI:  79*

__________
*2020 California Statewide Local Streets and Roads Needs Assessment

14



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

 Improve and maintain pavement in “Good” condition (OCTA PCI ≥75)

 Keep “Good” pavements in good condition - Preventive Maintenance

 Repair those that are deficient - Rehabilitation or Reconstruction

 Encourage cost-effective treatments

 Designate schedule for maintenance and rehabilitation

 Promote consistent field data collection procedures

15



PAVEMENT CONDITION INDEX

Poor

41-59

Fair

60-74

Good

75-84

Very Good

85 - 100

Very Poor

0-40
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INCENTIVES

 10 percent local match reduction criteria for Regional Capacity Competitive
Program if:

 Network average PCI is improved by one point,  AND

 There is no reduction in average PCI for Master Plan of Arterial Highways
(MPAH) or local streets

- OR -

▪ Show average PCI within highest 20 percent countywide (PCI of 75 or
higher)

17



INSPECTION FREQUENCY

 MPAH (regional roads) – every two years

 Local streets – every six years

18



QA/QC MODEL

 Model Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Plan provided by OCTA

 Describe condition survey protocols

 Data collection type (e.g. windshield or walking)

 Data accuracy required (e.g. re-inspections)

 Schedule for data submittal

 Experience of inspectors

 Safety procedures

19



2021 CONFORMANCE
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NEXT STEPS

 Complete, sign, and return AER review checklist by Friday, October 1, 2021

 October 12, 2021 – Taxpayer Oversight Committee

 December 6, 2021 – OCTA Regional Planning and Highways Committee

 December 13, 2021 – OCTA Board of Directors

21
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2021 Congestion Management Program
Summary of Compliance

Jurisdiction

Capital
Improvement

Program
Deficiency

Plan
Land
Use

Level of
Service

2021
Compliance

Aliso Viejo * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

Anaheim Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Brea Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Buena Park Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Costa Mesa Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Cypress Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Dana Point Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Fountain Valley * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

Fullerton Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Garden Grove Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Huntington Beach Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Irvine Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

La Habra Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

La Palma* Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

Laguna Beach Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Laguna Hills Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Laguna Niguel Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Laguna Woods Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Lake Forest Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Los Alamitos Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Mission Viejo Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Newport Beach Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Orange Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Placentia Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Rancho Santa Margarita * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

San Clemente * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

San Juan Capistrano Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Santa Ana Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Seal Beach * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

Stanton Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Tustin Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Villa Park * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

Westminster Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Yorba Linda * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

County * Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes

*No CMP intersections within jurisdiction

I certify that the information contained in this table is accurate representation of materials submitted to OCTA for purposes of meeting

requirements related to the Congestion Management Program.

_____________________________
Sam Sharvini, OCTA
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APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Aliso Viejo

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☐

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:





















































APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Cypress

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☒

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☐

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☐

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity? ☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Douglas A. Dancs Public Works Director
Name (Print) Title Signature Date



























APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Fullerton

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☒

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

☐ ☐ ☒

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

☐ ☐ ☒

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

☐ ☐ ☒

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☒

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency?

☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☒

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☒





Additional Comments:









APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3

☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___1________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

☒




 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?

☐ ☐ ☒

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:



___

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it

directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions?

☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



















APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:



















I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

David Roseman City Traffic Engineer 5/28/2021

Name (Print) Title Signature Date



























APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Irvine

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☒

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☒

5.  Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☒

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☒

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☒

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☒

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☒





Additional Comments:









APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? __4____

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☒




 114 Pacifica

 Hoag Hospital

 PA 6 N5B Zone Change
 Spectrum 7 Zone Change

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☒

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

Any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less
than 1,600 daily trips (if it directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps,
issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and minor
modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses
have been approved through previous and separate local government actions prior to
January 1, 1992.

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity? ☐ ☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:



I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Melissa Dugan
Sup. Transportation

Analyst
06/28/21

Name (Print) Title Signature Date



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of La Habra

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☐

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? _____1_____

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☒

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☒

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☒ ☐

Additional Comments:

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☐ ☒ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☐ ☐ ☒

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity? ☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Michael Plotnik Traffic Manager 6/23/2021

Name (Print) Title Signature Date



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of La Palma

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☐

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3 ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☐

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:





APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Laguna Beach

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☒

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

N/A

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☒

5.  Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☒

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☒

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☒

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☒

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☒





Additional Comments:



N/A






APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☒



 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☒

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:



N/A

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



N/A
















APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

Additional Comments:

No federally funded CIP project during CMP cycle.

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Mark McAvoy Director of Public Works

Name (Print) Title Signature Date



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Laguna Hills

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5.  Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐





Additional Comments:









APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ☐



 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:


















APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity? ☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:


















I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Kenneth H. Rosenfield Director of Public Services 6/22/2021

Name (Print) Title Signature Date







































APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Los Alamitos

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your

jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be

operating below the CMP LOS standards?
☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency?

☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☒

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☒

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

☐ ☐ ☐

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3

☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

☐

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

___

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it

directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions?

☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

☐ ☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Farhad Iranitalab City Traffic Engineer 06/11/202
1Name (Print) Title Signature Date



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Mission Viejo

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: þ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or
better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: þ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

þ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ☐ ☐ þ

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
þ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ____1_______

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

þ

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ☐ ☐ þ

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ☐ ☐ þ

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ þ

Additional Comments:

The Mission Viejo development project that required a CMP Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is the
Gateway Project located at the southwest quadrant of Crown Valley Parkway and Medical Center
Road (4.66-acre infill site of existing commercial land uses to be redeveloped with a building addition
to existing land uses, demolition of certain existing commercial buildings, and the addition of new
commercial land uses.) The 8/24/2020 traffic study identified that no CMP links or intersections on
Crown Valley Parkway would exceed CMP levels of service standards.

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? þ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

þ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ☐ ☐ þ

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? þ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

The CMP Highway System projects included in the City of Mission Viejo 7-Year CIP are traffic
signalization and pavement resurfacing projects. Traffic signalization and pavement resurfacing
projects are not capacity expansion projects and therefore do not generate transportation-related
vehicular emissions. As such, the consistency with air quality mitigation measures for transportation-
related vehicle emissions (Question 3) is not applicable.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity? ☐ þ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

The federally funded project included in the City of Mission Viejo 7-Year CIP is not a highway
capacity project. The project is a traffic safety improvement CIP that would install an audible
pedestrian push-button system at 24 traffic signals citywide, funded with a Highway Safety
Improvement Program (HSIP) grant.

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Mark Chagnon Public Works Director

Name (Print) Title Signature Date
June 29, 2021















APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Orange

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be

operating below the CMP LOS standards?
☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
 There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

 Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency?

☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐





Additional Comments:









APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3

☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

☐




 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



___

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it

directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions?

☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



















APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

☐ ☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



















I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Joshua Soliz PW Admin Manager 6/9/21

Name (Print) Title Signature Date



7Nocr APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Seruice (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply:

. There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

. Factoring out statutorily-exempt activitiesl, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION I NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMATNTNG QUESTTONS.

2 If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards.

a

a

a

3 Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be

implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. localjurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

tr

a, If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards?

Additional Comments:

Jurisdiction: City of Placentia

lThe following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interreg¡onal travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffìc
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffìc generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a

fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fìxed-rail passenger station.
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APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1 Check "Yes" if either of the following apply:

. There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)

intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION I NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMATNTNG QUESTTONS.

2 If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards

a

a

a

x

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMATNTNG QUESTTONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

T

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficienry?

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

T X

c. Include a list of improvements, programs/ or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

T X

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP

Preparation Manual)?

T X

zThe following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a

fìxed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.
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APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklíst YES NO N/A

6 Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

7 Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

B Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the defìciency?

9 Has necessa ry inter-jurisdictiona I coord i nation occurred?

10 Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: X

Additional Comments



/N('CTA APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklisil Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1 Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

T

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER TH E REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3 If so, how many?

4 Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate

whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

a

O

a

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your

agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?
tr

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling

consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online

at htto : //www. octa. net/pdf/cm oprepma n ua L pdf)?

Additional Comments:

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it

directly accesses a CMP highway), fìnal tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certifìcate of use and occupancy, and

minor modifìcations to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and

separate local government actions prior to January I, 1992'

2



/N('CTA APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklistr Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1 Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? T
2 Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the peformance of the CMPHS

(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

3 Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transpoftation- related vehicle
emissions?

4 Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? x n n
Additional Comments



7N('CTA APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1 Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

NorE: .NLY rHos'
ä=ff:l"Hlr'J^',t#'r?ï;il'"å:'EsrroN

1 NEED ro

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,

in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction

and operational strategies?

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true

Luis Estevez Deputy City Administrator 061291202t
Name (Print) Title S Date



























APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of San Juan Capistrano

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAIN ING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☒

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAI NI NG QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☒
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAI NI NG QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

☐ ☐ ☒

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☒

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

☐ ☐ ☒

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

☐ ☐ ☒

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☒

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

☐ ☐ ☒

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency?

☐ ☐ ☒

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☒ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☒

Additional Comments:



APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

☒ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAIN ING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? _____1______

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

☒

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☒

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?

☐ ☐ ☒

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http: / /www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital I mprovement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

☒ ☐ ☐

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions?

☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



APPEND IX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N / A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAIN ING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Joe Parco City Engineer

Name (Print) Title Signature Date







































APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Tustin

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ܈ ܆
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your
jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ܆
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

܆ ܆ ܆

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be
operating below the CMP LOS standards? ܆ ܆ ܆

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ܈ ܆
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ܆
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP? ܆ ܆ ܆

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA? ܆ ܆ ܆

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ܆ ܆ ܆

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements? ܆ ܆ ܆

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality? ܆ ܆ ܆

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

܆ ܆ ܆

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low
and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP? ܆ ܆ ܆

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation? ܆ ܆ ܆

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency? ܆ ܆ ܆

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ܆ ܆ ܆

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ܆





Additional Comments:









APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP? ܈ ܆

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval? ܆ ܆ ܆

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3
܆ ܈

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO
ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction). ܆




• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP? ܆ ܆ ܆

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy? ܆ ܆ ܆

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

܆ ܆ ܆

Additional Comments:



___
3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it
directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ܈ ܆ ܆

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)? ܈ ܆ ܆

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions? ܈ ܆ ܆

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ܈ ܆ ܆

Additional Comments:
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APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

Jurisdiction: City of Yorba Linda

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Level of Service (LOS)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities1, all CMP intersections within your

jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

• _________________________________________________________________________

3. Will deficient intersections, if any, be improved by mitigation measures to be
implemented in the next 18 months or improvements programmed in the first year of
any recent funding program (i.e. local jurisdiction CIP, Measure M CIP)?

☐ ☐ ☐

a. If not, has a deficiency plan been developed for each intersection that will be

operating below the CMP LOS standards?
☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

_________

1The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Check "Yes" if either of the following apply: ☒ ☐
• There are no CMP intersections in your jurisdiction.

• Factoring out statutorily-exempt activities2, all CMP Highway System (CMPHS)
intersections within your jurisdiction are operating at LOS E (or the baseline level, if
worse than E) or better.

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

2. If any, please list those intersections found that are not operating at the CMP LOS standards. ☐
• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Are there improvements to bring these intersections to the CMP LOS standard scheduled
for completion during the next 18 months or programmed in the first year of the CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "NO" FOR QUESTION 3 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

4. Has a deficiency plan or a schedule for preparing a deficiency plan been submitted to
OCTA?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. Does the deficiency plan fulfill the following statutory requirements? :

a. Include an analysis of the causes of the deficiency? ☐ ☐ ☐

b. Include a list of improvements necessary to maintain minimum LOS standards on
the CMPHS and the estimated costs of the improvements?

☐ ☐ ☐

c. Include a list of improvements, programs, or actions, and estimates of their costs,
which will improve LOS on the CMPHS and improve air quality?

☐ ☐ ☐

i. Do the improvements, programs, or actions meet the criteria established by
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see the CMP
Preparation Manual)?

☐ ☐ ☐

___________
2The following activities are statutorily-exempt from deficiency determinations: interregional travel, traffic generated by the provision of low

and very low income housing, construction rehabilitation or maintenance of facilities that impact the system, freeway ramp metering, traffic
signal coordination by the state or multi-jurisdictional agencies, traffic generated by high-density residential development within 1/4 mile of a
fixed-rail passenger station, traffic generated by mixed-use residential development within 1/4 mile of a fixed-rail passenger station.



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Deficiency Plans (cont.)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

6. Are the capital improvements identified in the deficiency plan programmed in your
seven-year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

7. Does the deficiency plan include a monitoring program that will ensure its
implementation?

☐ ☐ ☐

8. Does the deficiency plan include a process to allow some level of development to
proceed pending correction of the deficiency?

☐ ☐ ☐

9. Has necessary inter-jurisdictional coordination occurred? ☐ ☐ ☐

10. Please describe any innovative programs, if any, included in the deficiency plan: ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Land Use Coordination

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Have you maintained the CMP traffic impact analysis (TIA) process you selected for the
previous CMP?

☒ ☐ ☐

a. If not, have you submitted the revised TIA approach and methodology to OCTA for
review and approval?

☐ ☐ ☒

2. Did any development projects require a CMP TIA during this CMP cycle?3

☐ ☒ ☐

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 2 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTIONS.

3. If so, how many? ___________

4. Please list any CMPHS links & intersections that were projected to not meet the CMP LOS standards (indicate
whether any are outside of your jurisdiction).

☐

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

• ___________________________________________________________________________

a. Were mitigation measures and costs identified for each and included in your seven-
year CIP?

☐ ☐ ☐

b. If any impacted links & intersections were outside your jurisdiction, did your
agency coordinate with other jurisdictions to develop a mitigation strategy?

☐ ☐ ☐

5. If a local traffic model was/will be used, did you follow the data and modeling
consistency requirements as described in the CMP Preparation Manual (available online
at http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf)?

☐ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:

___

3Exemptions include: any development generating less than 2,400 daily trips, any development generating less than 1,600 daily trips (if it

directly accesses a CMP highway), final tract and parcel maps, issuance of building permits, issuance of certificate of use and occupancy, and
minor modifications to approved developments where the location and intensity of project uses have been approved through previous and
separate local government actions prior to January 1, 1992.

http://www.octa.net/pdf/cmpprepmanual.pdf


APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

CMP Monitoring Checklist: Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Did you submit a seven-year CIP to OCTA by June 30? ☒ ☐ ☐

2. Does the CIP include projects to maintain or improve the performance of the CMPHS
(including capacity expansion, safety, maintenance, and rehabilitation)?

☐ ☐ ☒

3. Is it consistent with air quality mitigation measures for transportation- related vehicle
emissions?

☒ ☐ ☐

4. Was the OC Fundtracker CIP provided by the OCTA used to prepare the CIP? ☒ ☐ ☐

Additional Comments:



APPENDIX C
Congestion Management Program (CMP)

OPTIONAL - CMP Monitoring Checklist: Federal Congestion Management

CMP Checklist YES NO N/A

1. Does any federally funded project in the CIP result in a significant increase in single
occupant vehicle (SOV) capacity?

☐ ☐ ☒

NOTE: ONLY THOSE AGENCIES THAT CHECKED "YES" FOR QUESTION 1 NEED TO

ANSWER THE REMAINING QUESTION.

2. If so, was the project developed as part of the federal Congestion Management Process,
in other words, was there an appropriate analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction
and operational strategies?

☐ ☐ ☒

Additional Comments:

I certify that the information contained in this checklist is true.

Rick Yee Deputy Director of Public
Works/ Assistant City Engineer

Name (Print) Title Signature Date
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L� 'R�WKH�LPSURYHPHQWV��SURJUDPV��RU�DFWLRQV�PHHW�WKH�FULWHULD�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\

6RXWK�&RDVW�$LU�4XDOLW\�0DQDJHPHQW�'LVWULFW��6&$40'� �VHH�WKH�&03
3UHSDUDWLRQ�0DQXDO�"

� � �

BBBBBBBBBBB
� 7KH�IROORZLQJ�DFWLYLWLHV�DUH�VWDWXWRULO\�H[HPSW�IURP�GHILFLHQF\ GHWHUPLQDWLRQV��LQWHUUHJLRQDO�WUDYHO��WUDIILF�JHQHUDWHG�E\�WKH�SURYLVLRQ�RI�ORZ
DQG�YHU\�ORZ�LQFRPH�KRXVLQJ��FRQVWUXFWLRQ�UHKDELOLWDWLRQ�RU�PDLQWHQDQFH�RI�IDFLOLWLHV�WKDW�LPSDFW�WKH�V\VWHP��IUHHZD\�UDPS�PHWHULQJ��WUDIILF
VLJQDO�FRRUGLQDWLRQ�E\�WKH�VWDWH�RU PXOWL�MXULVGLFWLRQDO�DJHQFLHV��WUDIILF�JHQHUDWHG�E\�KLJK�GHQVLW\�UHVLGHQWLDO�GHYHORSPHQW�ZLWKLQ�����PLOH�RI�D
IL[HG�UDLO�SDVVHQJHU�VWDWLRQ��WUDIILF�JHQHUDWHG�E\�PL[HG�XVH�UHVLGHQWLDO�GHYHORSPHQW�ZLWKLQ�����PLOH�RI�D�IL[HG�UDLO�SDVVHQJHU�VWDWLRQ�
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&RQJHVWLRQ�0DQDJHPHQW�3URJUDP��&03�

&03�0RQLWRULQJ�&KHFNOLVW��'HILFLHQF\�3ODQV��FRQW��

&03�&KHFNOLVW <(6 12 1�$

�� $UH�WKH�FDSLWDO�LPSURYHPHQWV�LGHQWLILHG�LQ�WKH�GHILFLHQF\�SODQ�SURJUDPPHG�LQ�\RXU
VHYHQ�\HDU &,3" � � �

�� 'RHV�WKH GHILFLHQF\�SODQ�LQFOXGH�D�PRQLWRULQJ�SURJUDP�WKDW�ZLOO�HQVXUH�LWV
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ" � � �

�� 'RHV�WKH�GHILFLHQF\�SODQ�LQFOXGH�D�SURFHVV�WR�DOORZ�VRPH�OHYHO�RI�GHYHORSPHQW�WR
SURFHHG�SHQGLQJ�FRUUHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�GHILFLHQF\" � � �

�� +DV�QHFHVVDU\ LQWHU�MXULVGLFWLRQDO�FRRUGLQDWLRQ�RFFXUUHG" � � �
��� 3OHDVH�GHVFULEH�DQ\�LQQRYDWLYH�SURJUDPV��LI�DQ\��LQFOXGHG�LQ�WKH�GHILFLHQF\�SODQ� �

$GGLWLRQDO�&RPPHQWV�
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&RQJHVWLRQ�0DQDJHPHQW�3URJUDP��&03�

&03 0RQLWRULQJ�&KHFNOLVW��/DQG�8VH�&RRUGLQDWLRQ

&03�&KHFNOLVW <(6 12 1�$

�� +DYH�\RX�PDLQWDLQHG�WKH�&03�WUDIILF�LPSDFW�DQDO\VLV��7,$��SURFHVV�\RX�VHOHFWHG�IRU�WKH
SUHYLRXV�&03" � �
D� ,I�QRW��KDYH�\RX�VXEPLWWHG�WKH�UHYLVHG�7,$�DSSURDFK�DQG PHWKRGRORJ\�WR�2&7$�IRU

UHYLHZ�DQG�DSSURYDO" � � �
�� 'LG�DQ\�GHYHORSPHQW�SURMHFWV�UHTXLUH�D�&03�7,$�GXULQJ�WKLV�&03�F\FOH"� � �
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�� ,I�VR��KRZ PDQ\" BBBBBBBBBBB

�� 3OHDVH�OLVW�DQ\�&03+6�OLQNV�	�LQWHUVHFWLRQV�WKDW�ZHUH�SURMHFWHG�WR�QRW�PHHW�WKH�&03�/26�VWDQGDUGV��LQGLFDWH
ZKHWKHU�DQ\�DUH�RXWVLGH�RI�\RXU�MXULVGLFWLRQ�� �
x BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

x BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

x BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

D� :HUH�PLWLJDWLRQ�PHDVXUHV�DQG�FRVWV�LGHQWLILHG�IRU�HDFK DQG�LQFOXGHG�LQ�\RXU�VHYHQ�
\HDU�&,3" � � �

E� ,I�DQ\�LPSDFWHG�OLQNV�	�LQWHUVHFWLRQV�ZHUH�RXWVLGH�\RXU�MXULVGLFWLRQ� GLG�\RXU
MXULVGLFWLRQ FRRUGLQDWH�ZLWK�RWKHU�MXULVGLFWLRQV�WR�GHYHORS�D�PLWLJDWLRQ�VWUDWHJ\" � � �

�� ,I�D�ORFDO�WUDIILF�PRGHO�ZDV�ZLOO�EH�XVHG��GLG�\RX�IROORZ�WKH�GDWD�DQG�PRGHOLQJ
FRQVLVWHQF\�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DV�GHVFULEHG�LQ�WKH�&03�3UHSDUDWLRQ�0DQXDO��DYDLODEOH�RQOLQH
DW KWWS���ZZZ�RFWD�QHW�SGI�FPSSUHSPDQXDO�SGI�"

� � �

$GGLWLRQDO�&RPPHQWV�

BBB
� ([HPSWLRQV�LQFOXGH��DQ\�GHYHORSPHQW�JHQHUDWLQJ�OHVV�WKDQ�������GDLO\�WULSV��DQ\�GHYHORSPHQW�JHQHUDWLQJ�OHVV�WKDQ�������GDLO\ WULSV��LI� LW
GLUHFWO\�DFFHVVHV�D�&03�KLJKZD\���ILQDO�WUDFW�DQG�SDUFHO�PDSV��LVVXDQFH�RI�EXLOGLQJ�SHUPLWV��LVVXDQFH�RI�FHUWLILFDWH�RI�XVH�DQG�RFFXSDQF\��DQG
PLQRU�PRGLILFDWLRQV�WR�DSSURYHG�GHYHORSPHQWV�ZKHUH�WKH� ORFDWLRQ�DQG� LQWHQVLW\�RI�SURMHFW�XVHV�KDYH�EHHQ�DSSURYHG�WKURXJK SUHYLRXV�DQG
VHSDUDWH�ORFDO JRYHUQPHQW�DFWLRQV�SULRU�WR�-DQXDU\���������
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&RQJHVWLRQ 0DQDJHPHQW�3URJUDP��&03�

&03�0RQLWRULQJ�&KHFNOLVW��&DSLWDO�,PSURYHPHQW�3URJUDP �&,3�

&03�&KHFNOLVW <(6 12 1�$

�� 'LG�\RX�VXEPLW�D�VHYHQ�\HDU�&,3 WR�2&7$�E\ -XQH���" � � �

�� 'RHV�WKH�&,3�LQFOXGH�SURMHFWV�WR�PDLQWDLQ�RU�LPSURYH�WKH SHUIRUPDQFH�RI�WKH�&03+6
�LQFOXGLQJ�FDSDFLW\�H[SDQVLRQ��VDIHW\��PDLQWHQDQFH��DQG�UHKDELOLWDWLRQ�" � � �

�� ,V�LW�FRQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�DLU�TXDOLW\�PLWLJDWLRQ�PHDVXUHV�IRU�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ� UHODWHG�YHKLFOH
HPLVVLRQV" � � �

�� :DV�WKH 2&�)XQGWUDFNHU &,3 SURYLGHG�E\�WKH 2&7$�XVHG�WR�SUHSDUH�WKH &,3" � � �
$GGLWLRQDO�&RPPHQWV�
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237,21$/ � &03�0RQLWRULQJ�&KHFNOLVW� )HGHUDO�&RQJHVWLRQ�0DQDJHPHQW

&03�&KHFNOLVW <(6 12 1�$

�� 'RHV�DQ\ IHGHUDOO\�IXQGHG�SURMHFW�LQ�WKH�&,3�UHVXOW�LQ�D�VLJQLILFDQW�LQFUHDVH�LQ�VLQJOH
RFFXSDQW�YHKLFOH��629��FDSDFLW\"
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�� ,I�VR��ZDV�WKH�SURMHFW GHYHORSHG�DV�SDUW�RI�WKH�IHGHUDO�&RQJHVWLRQ�0DQDJHPHQW�3URFHVV�
LQ�RWKHU�ZRUGV��ZDV�WKHUH�DQ�DSSURSULDWH�DQDO\VLV�RI�UHDVRQDEOH�WUDYHO�GHPDQG�UHGXFWLRQ
DQG�RSHUDWLRQDO�VWUDWHJLHV"
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$GGLWLRQDO�&RPPHQWV�

,�FHUWLI\�WKDW�WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ�FRQWDLQHG�LQ�WKLV�FKHFNOLVW�LV�WUXH�

1DPH��3ULQW� 7LWOH 6LJQDWXUH 'DWH

Sonica Kohli, P.E., QSD Manager, Capital Programs 6/30/2021
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FY2021/2022 Measure M2 Eligibility
Mitigation Fee Program Compliance Summary

Agency MFP Concurrence
Resolution Study Fee Schedule Policy Letter Status

Recommendation

Aliso Viejo Adopted Fee worksheet provided Development Agreements Meets Requirement

Anaheim Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Brea Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Buena Park Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Costa Mesa Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

County of Orange Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Cypress Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Dana Point Adopted Feasibility Srudy Ordinance provided Meets Requirement

Fountain Valley Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Fullerton Adopted Fee schedule provided Policy and Reso Meets Requirement

Garden Grove Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Huntington Beach Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Resolution provided Meets Requirement

Irvine Adopted Nexus Study Excerpt Fee schedule provided Municipal Code Meets Requirement

La Habra Adopted Fee schedule provided Ordinance provided Meets Requirement

La Palma Adopted General Plan/Ordinance Meets Requirement

Laguna Beach Adopted Municipal Code letter Meets Requirement

Laguna Hills Adopted Fee Study Municipal Code w/Fee Meets Requirement

Laguna Niguel Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Laguna Woods Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Lake Forest Adopted 5-year Update Ordinance w/fee Meets Requirement

Los Alamitos Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Mission Viejo Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Newport Beach Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Orange Adopted Update Study Fee schedule provided Ordinance provided Meets Requirement

Page 1 of 2



FY2021/2022 Measure M2 Eligibility
Mitigation Fee Program Compliance Summary

Agency MFP Concurrence
Resolution Study Fee Schedule Policy Letter Status

Recommendation

Placentia TBD Municipal Code w/Fee Meets Requirement

Rancho Santa Margarita Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Ordinance provided Meets Requirement

San Clemente Adopted Nexus Study & amendments Resolution provided Meets Requirement

San Juan Capistrano Adopted Fee schedule provided Resolution provided Meets Requirement

Santa Ana Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Seal Beach Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Stanton Adopted Nexus Study Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Tustin Adopted Fee schedule provided Meets Requirement

Villa Park TBD Municipal Code letter Meets Requirement

Westminster Adopted Update Study Resolution w/fee Meets Requirement

Yorba Linda Adopted Resolution w/fee Meets Requirement

Paul Rodriguez, Principal
Rodriguez Consulting Group

I certify that the information contained in this table is an accurate representation of materials submitted to OCTA for the purposes of meeting Renewed Measure M eligibility
requirements related to the Mitigation Fee Program. (Ordinance No. 3, Attachment B, Section III.A.2)

Page 2 of 2
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2021 Measure M2 Eligibility
Summary Table of Pavement Management Plan (PMP) Elements

Local Agency
Current
Network

PCI

Current
MPAH

PCI

Current
Local
PCI

Projected
Network

PCI

Projected
MPAH

PCI

Projected
Local
PCI

7 Year
R&R
Plan

Limits

7 Year
R&R
Plan

Areas

7 Year
R&R
Plan

Class

7 Year
R&R
Plan
PCI

7 Year
R&R Plan
Inspection

Dates

7 Year
R&R Plan
Treatment

Type

7 Year
R&R Plan
Treatment

Cost

7 Year
R&R Plan
Treatment

Year

QA/QC

7 Years
Current
Budget
$ x 106

7 Years
Maintain
Network

PCI
$ x 106

7 Years
Improve
Network

PCI
$ x 106

Certification
Form

Compliant
PMP

(Y or N)

Anaheim F F F F F F              Y

Brea G G G G G G              Y

County of Orange G G G G G G              Y

Cypress G G VG G G VG              Y

Dana Point VG VG G VG VG VG              Y

Irvine VG G VG G G G              Y

La Habra G G G VG G VG              Y

Lake Forest G F G F F G              Y

Los Alamitos F P F P VP F              Y

Newport Beach G G G G G G              Y

San Clemente G VG G G G G              Y

San Juan Capistrano F F F F F F              Y

Stanton G F G F G F              Y

Tustin G G VG G G VG              Y

Pavement Quality Abbreviation PCI

Very Good VG 85-100

Good G 75-84

Fair F 60-74

Poor P 41-59

Very Poor VP 0-40

Micro
MPAH

PCI
QA/QC
R&R
SS

I certify that the information contained in this table is an accurate representation of materials submitted to OCTA for purposes of meeting requirements related to the Pavement Management Plan.

Harry W. Thomas, OCTA

Road Maintenance & Rehabilitation Plan
StreetSaver Pavement Management Program

Legend

Acronyms
MicroPaver Pavement Management Program
Master Plan of Arterial Highways
Pavement Condition Index
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Plan
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Pavement Management Plan Agency Submittal

P a g e | 2

I. Pavement Management Plan Certification

The County of Orange certifies that it has a Pavement Management Plan in conformance with the criteria
stated in the Orange County Transportation Authority Ordinance No. 3. This ordinance requires that a
Pavement Management Plan be in place and maintained to qualify for allocation of revenues generated from
renewed Measure M (M2).
The plan was developed by County of Orange* using StreetSaver, a pavement management system,
conforming to American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6433, and contains, at a minimum,
the following elements:

• Inventory of MPAH and local routes reviewed and updated biennially. The last update of the inventory
was completed on March, 2021 for Arterial (MPAH) streets and March, 2021 for local streets.

• Assessment of pavement condition for all routes in the system, updated biennially. The last field
review of pavement condition was completed on March, 2021.

• Percentage (by pavement area) of all sections of pavement needing:
o Preventative Maintenance: 65.5%
o Rehabilitation: 34.4%
o Reconstruction: 0.1%

• Budget needs for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction of deficient
sections of pavement for:

o Current biennial period $90 million
o Following biennial period $12.2 million

• Funds budgeted or available for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction:
o Current biennial period $20.6 million
o Following biennial period $15.1 million

• Backlog by year of unfunded pavement rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction needs.
• The Pavement Management Plan is consistent with countywide pavement condition assessment

standards as described in the OCTA Countywide Pavement Management Plan Guidelines adopted by
the OCTA Board of Directors.

*An electronic copy of the Pavement Management Plan (with Micro Paver or StreetSaver compatible files) has
been, or will be, submitted with the certification statement.
A copy of this certification is being provided to the Orange County Transportation Authority.
Submitted by:

Edward Frondoso County of Orange
Name (Print) Jurisdiction

Signed Date
Deputy Director/OC Construction
Title

4/20/2021
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I. Pavement Management Plan Certification

The City of Cypress certifies that it has a Pavement Management Plan in conformance with the criteria stated
in the Orange County Transportation Authority Ordinance No. 3. This ordinance requires that a Pavement
Management Plan be in place and maintained to qualify for allocation of revenues generated from renewed
Measure M (M2).

The plan was developed by NCE using StreetSaver®, a pavement management system, conforming to American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6433, and contains, at a minimum, the following elements:

• Inventory of MPAH and local routes reviewed and updated biennially. The last update of the inventory
was completed on May 2021 for Arterial (MPAH) streets and May 2021 for local streets.

• Assessment of pavement condition for all routes in the system, updated biennially. The last field
review of pavement condition was completed on March, 2021.

• Percentage of all sections of pavement needing:

o Preventative Maintenance: 78.8%

o Rehabilitation: 21.2%

o Reconstruction: 0%

• Budget needs for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction of deficient
sections of pavement for:

o Current biennial period $15.4 million

o Following biennial period $5.2 million

• Funds budgeted or available for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction:

o Current biennial period $5.5 million

o Following biennial period $5.9 million

• Backlog by year of unfunded pavement rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction needs.

• The Pavement Management Plan is consistent with countywide pavement condition assessment
standards as described in the OCTA Countywide Pavement Management Plan Guidelines adopted by
the OCTA Board of Directors.

*An electronic copy of the Pavement Management Plan (with Micro Paver or StreetSaver compatible files) has
been, or will be, submitted with the certification statement.

A copy of this certification is being provided to the Orange County Transportation Authority.

Submitted by:

Douglas A. Dancs, P.E. City of Cypress

Name (Print) Jurisdiction

6/29/2021

Signed Date

Director of Public Works

Title
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I. Pavement Management Plan Certification

The City/County of Irvine, CA certifies that it has a Pavement Management Plan in conformance with the

criteria stated in the Orange County Transportation Authority Ordinance No. 3. This ordinance requires that a

Pavement Management Plan be in place and maintained to qualify for allocation of revenues generated from

renewed Measure M2.

The plan was developed by IMS Infrastructure Management Services, LLC* using PAVER, a pavement

management system, confirming to American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6433, and

contains, at a minimum, the following elements:

• Inventory of MPAH and local routes reviewed and updated biennially. The last update of the inventory

was completed on August, 2020 for Arterial (MPAH) streets and August, 2020 for local streets.

• Assessment of pavement condition for all routes in the system, updated biennially. The last field

review of pavement condition was completed on August, 2020.

• Percentage of all sections of pavement needing:

o Preventative Maintenance:13.8%

o Rehabilitation: 21.9%

o Reconstruction: 0.7%

• Budget needs for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction of deficient

sections of pavement for:

o Current biennial period $25,875,973

o Following biennial period $35,216,918

• Funds budgeted or available for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation, and/or Reconstruction:

o Current biennial period $22,820,518

o Following biennial period $27,727,841

• Backlog by year of unfunded pavement rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction needs.

• The Pavement Management Plan is consistent with countywide pavement condition assessment

standards as described in the OCTA Countywide Pavement Management Plan Guidelines adopted by

the OCTA Board of Directors.

*An electronic copy of the Pavement Management Plan (with Micro Paver or StreetSaver compatible files) has

been, or will be, submitted with the certification statement.

A copy of this certification is being provided to the Orange County Transportation Authority.

Submitted by:

Mark Steuer, P.E. City of Irvine

Name (Print) Jurisdiction

Signed Date

Director of Public Works and Transportation

Title (Public Works Director and/or City Engineer)

dbratton
Typewritten text
5-26-21







APPENDIX F
Pavement Management Plan Certification

The City/County of _________________ certifies that it has a Pavement Management Plan in conformance
with the criteria stated in the Orange County Transportation Authority Ordinance No.3. This ordinance

requires that the Pavement Management Plan be in place and maintained to qualify for allocation of

revenues generated from renewed Measure M (M2).

The plan was developed by ____________________* using ________________ , a pavement management

system, conforming to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D6433,and contains, at

a minimum, the following elements:

 Inventory of MPAH and local routes reviewed and updated biennially. The last update of the

inventory was completed on ________ , ___________ for Arterial (MPAH) streets and
________ , ___________ for local streets.

 Assessment of pavement condition for all routes in the system, updated biennially. The last field

review of pavement condition was completed ________ , ___________.

 Percentage of all sections of pavement needing:

Preventive Maintenance _____ , Rehabilitation _____ , Reconstruction _____

 Budget needs for preventative maintenance, rehabilitation and/or reconstruction of deficient sections

of pavement for:

Current biennial period $_________ , Following biennial period $__________

 Funds budgeted or available for Preventative Maintenance, Rehabilitation and/or Reconstruction.

Current biennial period $_________ , Following biennial period $__________

 Backlog by year of unfunded pavement rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction needs.

 The Pavement Management Plan is consistent with countywide pavement condition assessment

standards as described in the OCTA Countywide Pavement Management Plan Guidelines adopted by
the OCTA Board of Directors.

* An electronic copy of the Pavement Management Plan with Micro Paver or StreetSaver compatible files has

been or will be submitted with the certification statement.

A copy of this certification is being provided to the Orange County Transportation Authority.

Submitted by:

Name (Print) Title Jurisdiction

Signature Date

bthompson
Text Box
30-Jun

bthompson
Text Box
60.3

bthompson
Text Box
6.8

bthompson
Text Box
4.6

bthompson
Text Box
30-May
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ANNUAL ELIGIBILITY REVIEW
AER Subcommittee Checklist

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please mark the appropriate checkboxes in the table below and sign and date to confirm that you have

received and reviewed the Congestion Management Program (CMP), Mitigation Fee Program (MFP), and

Pavement Management Plan (PMP) materials provided to you for each local agency.

Name Signature Date

Local Agency CMP MFP PMP

Aliso Viejo ☐ ☐ N/A

Anaheim ☐ ☐ ☐

Brea ☐ ☐ ☐

Buena Park ☐ ☐ N/A

Costa Mesa ☐ ☐ N/A

County of Orange ☐ ☐ ☐

Cypress ☐ ☐ ☐

Dana Point ☐ ☐ ☐

Fountain Valley ☐ ☐ N/A

Fullerton ☐ ☐ N/A

Garden Grove ☐ ☐ N/A

Huntington Beach ☐ ☐ N/A

Irvine ☐ ☐ ☐

La Habra ☐ ☐ ☐

La Palma ☐ ☐ N/A

Laguna Beach ☐ ☐ N/A

Laguna Hills ☐ ☐ N/A

Laguna Niguel ☐ ☐ N/A

Laguna Woods ☐ ☐ N/A

Lake Forest ☐ ☐ ☐

Los Alamitos ☐ ☐ ☐

Mission Viejo ☐ ☐ N/A

Newport Beach ☐ ☐ ☐

Orange ☐ ☐ N/A

Placentia ☐ ☐ N/A

Rancho Santa Margarita ☐ ☐ N/A

San Clemente ☐ ☐ ☐

San Juan Capistrano ☐ ☐ ☐

Santa Ana ☐ ☐ N/A

Seal Beach ☐ ☐ N/A

Stanton ☐ ☐ ☐

Tustin ☐ ☐ ☐

Villa Park ☐ ☐ N/A

Westminster ☐ ☐ N/A

Yorba Linda ☐ ☐ N/A
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	City/County: Los Alamitos
	Name: Willdan Engineering
	System: MicroPaver
	Month: 30-May
	Year: 2021
	Date: 7/1/2021
	%: 
	Current biennial period: 1,600,000
	Following biennial period: 1,600,000
	Current biennial period_2: 900,000
	Following biennial period_2: 900,000
	Name (Print): Christopher Kelley
	Title: City Engineer
	Jurisdiction: City of Los Alamitos
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